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their edges a” overlap the wood of the stock, are imparted to the hammer d, the firing-pin
and thereby compress or bind the same, and
prevent its separation or flying apart from
the effects of any gas that might enter the
cavity of the stock or otherwise.
I claim as my invention—
1. The combination of parts consisting of
the main lever c, connected to the breech
block b by a slotted lever, m, provided with
a tongue or extension, m”, on its upper end,
working in a slot in the firing-pin, to retract
the same after having been forced forward by
the hammer, as set forth. .
2. The combination of the parts comprising
the main lever c, link m, breech-block b, fir
ing-pin bº, cocking-barl, and hammer d, con
structed and arranged relatively to each other,
substantially as shown, and so that, by the
pulling down of the lever c, the required
movements, in the peculiar order specified,

b", and the breech-block b, as above set forth.
3. The extractor o, and the suspended arm
p, or its equivalent, formed, constructed, and
arranged in combination with each other and
with the projection or nose 6° on the main
lever c, so that the action or movement of the
said lever produces the peculiar movement of
the said extractor for extracting the car
tridges, substantially as above set forth.
4. The sliding safety-bolt r, arranged and
operating in combination with the main lever
C and with the trigger f, substantially as
above set forth, and for the purposes speci
fied. .
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